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Hotel NH Stéphanie 

"Near Avenue Louise"

Hotel NH Stéphanie is centrally located in the heart of the business center

and near the Avenue Louise shopping area. From here you can go

sightseeing on foot or even take the underground. Interesting places in

the immediate neighborhood are, for example, the court house and the

Grand Sablon. Although this hotel is not very large, it is recommended as

comfort and luxury are guaranteed by the staff and owners.

 +32 2 537 4250  www.nh-hotels.com/hotel/

nh-brussels-stephanie

 nhstephanie@nh-

hotels.com

 rue Jean Stas 32, Jean

Stasstraat 32, Saint-Gilles

 by Booking.com 

Le Châtelain Hotel 

"Where Luxury And Quality Prevail"

Le Châtelain is a all-suite hotel located in the center of the fashionable

Avenue Louise area. The airport is 20 minutes away, the Grand Place and

the European Parliament just 10 minutes. Bois de Cambre (the wooded

park) is about 700 meters away. Bar Il Ilgado and the lounge have a

gorgeous open hearth fireplace. Monday to Friday, the restaurant La

Maison du Châtelain offers an afternoon special called Quiche Lunch, a

full meal at a reasonable price.

 +32 2 646 0055  www.le-chatelain.com/  info@le-chatelain.com  rue du Châtelain 17,

Kasteleinsstraat 17, Brussels

 by tillwe   

Hotel Mozart 

"Experience Luxury"

Housed in a 17th Century building with character, each of the 50 rooms of

Hotel Mozart has been individually decorated by the owner. Hotel Mozart

remains affordable while being one of the best spots for exploring the city,

located just steps away from the Grand Place.

 +32 2 502 6661  www.hotel-mozart.be/  Rue du Marché aux Fromages 23,

Brussels

 by KassandraBay   

Hôtel Aris 

"In the Center of Brussels"

Hotel Aris is a modern hotel situated just 20 meters from Grote Markt /

Grand Place, near the Beenhouwersstraat / Rue des Bouchers, where you

can eat to your heart's content. Shops and cultural places of interest

abound nearby. All the rooms are equipped with modern amenities and

are spacious enough to accommodate families. In the morning you can

enjoy the sumptuous and delicious American breakfast buffet before

starting your day off in Brussels.

 +32 2 514 4300  www.arishotel.be/  aris@3sh.be  rue du Marché aux Herbes

80, Brussels
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 by Gastev   

Hotel BLOOM! 

"Contemporary Comfort"

Check into luxury at the Hotel BLOOM! in Brussels. The clean and crisp

decor with spurts of contemporary European art gives you a sense of

comfort with an edge. Situated close to all the city's offerings in terms of

art museums, theaters, parks and attractions, the Hotel Bloom allows you

easy and close access to the city's vibrant culture. The hotel's business

amenities along with its 12 meeting rooms make it a perfect stop for

business travelers as well. The hotel is spotless in its design and service,

and is easy on the pocket as well.

 +32 2 220 6611  www.hotelbloom.com/hot

el/

 book@hotelbloom.com  Rue Royale 250, Brussels

 by Booking.com 

Hotel be Manos 

"Enjoy Your Stay in Cosmopolitan Luxury"

Positioned near the Midi train station, this old home turned boutique hotel

provides luxury with a modern edge. The interior is decorated with black,

white, and chrome with straight lines that gives the hotel a sleek,

cosmopolitan feel. If you're looking to rest in luxury at affordable prices in

an up and coming area, then be sure to stay at Hotel be Manos.

 +32 2 520 6565  www.bemanos.com/  Square de l'Aviation 23, Brussels

 by stevepb   

Brussels Welcome Hotel 

"Unique, Luxurious Hotel"

An exquisite hotel ideally situated on the old Fish Market, a six minute

walk from the Grand Place of Brussels. The hotel is both unusual and

surprising, which offers a world tour in 17 rooms. The 17 rooms will

transport you in a different country for each room has its own decoration.

The owners, Sophie and Michel Smeesters, have traveled all over the

world and they have brought back furniture and decorations for the hotel

for an authentic feel.

 +32 2 219 9546  www.hotelwelcome.com/  info@hotelwelcome.com  quai au Bois à Bruler 23,

Brussels
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